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letter from the editor

Welcome back to
a New Year!
Kristin Coffield Edwards, D2016
Over the holidays, I spent some time with my loud and excitable family,
but I heard some great stories and a few fantastic lessons, one of which I’d
like to share. My uncle is a travelling lawyer of sorts. With so much time
gone, I asked him what he believed was the secret to a happy marriage (he’s
been married over 34 years) and strong interpersonal skills. His response
was simple, “Cut them some slack.” He went on to tell a story about one of
his lawyers, we’ll call him John, who had become very aggressive recently.
For example, he yelled at his employees for dropping pens or sneezing and
ruining his concentration. Many around him grew to dislike the guy they’d
been fond of a few months prior. My uncle sat down and spoke with John.
Turns out, John and his wife were having problems getting pregnant, so the guy had started a synthetic testosterone regimen in hopes to, well, “increase” his chances of a bundle of joy. My uncle
gave John a free pass because the guy was trying to have his first baby, a once-in-a lifetime event.
Many studies discuss a similar topic, self-justification. When we behave poorly, we very easily
blame it on spilling the coffee that morning, having a hard time finding parking, squabbling with
our spouse, or any other number of things that put us in a foul mood. On the flip side, if we see
someone acting like a jerk, we blame it on just that: the person is fundamentally a jerk. In other
words, when you see someone acting inappropriately, try to give him or her a break. The 50-year-old
patient that screeches like a small child when they just see the needle may have had some horrific
experience at the dentist as a wee one. This applies to outside the dental school as well. From the
fussy significant other (not mine of course) to the angry bank teller, excusing their sour attitude due
to a bad morning helps keep your mind at ease, gives you more patience and allows you to forgive.
We can all learn from one another, and it is important to consider how a person’s experiences shape
the lens through which they see the world.
This brings me to the theme of this edition of the newsletter. We wanted various perspectives
from our own backyard. What is dental school like for Hayley Templeton, who matriculated into
dental school at 19? How does that differ from Andy Coalter, the more seasoned professional with
a family at home? How do the GP Leaders really feel about their position? What is the head of
OMFS’ perspective on the New Year? What do the D2017’s think about their new environment?
Interspersed, you’ll find fantastic stories and articles affecting the school and the dental environment we’ll enter. So again, welcome back, and if you see me walking around muttering to myself
like a crazy person, please cut me some slack.

dean’s message

Looking Around the Corner on
Oral Health Care Delivery
David C. Sarrett, DMD, MS, Dean VCU School of Dentistry
I just returned from a meeting of deans of dental schools and a conference on Oral Health in Primary Care (www.adea.org/deans). The
conference learning objectives were:
•• Articulate national health care trends and how they are driving
emerging health care models
•• Describe the impact of the Affordable Care Act will have on oral
health providers
•• Examine existing models of interprofessional education and
collaborative practice
•• Explore opportunities and challenges for dentistry within the
primary care model of health delivery
This was not the first time I listened to speakers on this topic; however,
what I learned has now crystalized some basic concepts in my mind. At
this recent conference, we heard speakers from the business world who
are interested in improving the health of their employees and reducing
costs, from the medical and dental insurance industry, from leaders
in nursing, pharmacy, and physician assistant education engaged in
collaborative practice programs, and from a chief quality officer for a
major health system.
Some key take home messages were:
•• Consumerism is going to drive change in health care practices.
•• Patients want online access to their health information and
information about providers.
•• Oral health measures will become part of health-management
programs.
•• Providers and health-systems (including dental) will be paid based
on health outcomes and to increase income, you will have to improve
quality of care and patient satisfaction, improve health outcomes,
and reduce errors.
•• The Affordable Care Act has left many unknowns regarding its
impact on oral health and dental care.
•• Children will likely have much greater access to dental care while
adults are seeking less care.
•• Patients need to be at the center of the health care system, and will be
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because payment will reward this behavior
by health care providers.
•• Economics will likely drive the number of
solo practitioners to decline and the number
of providers in large group and corporate
dental health organizations to grow.
•• Expanded reporting requirements will surface, particularly for publically supported
programs.

David C. Sarrett,
DMD, MS, Dean

•• The actual cost to deliver specific care will be used to determine
reimbursement.
•• The use of electronic health records will expand and will provide
data to support decisions in quality of care and cost of care.
Do you know what an Accountable Care Organization is? At CMS.
gov (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid) you will find this description:
“Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) are groups of doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers, who come together voluntarily
to give coordinated high quality care to their Medicare patients. The
goal of coordinated care is to ensure that patients, especially the chronically ill, get the right care at the right time, while avoiding unnecessary duplication of services and preventing medical errors.”
CMS offers a Shared Savings Program that rewards ACOs that lower
the growth in health care costs and improve patient outcomes based on
quality measures. For now, this is just a program under Medicare, so
you may think this has nothing to do with dentistry. I feel that the ship
has left the dock regarding this trend of accountability by the provider
for the health care delivered and the ship will dock at Port Dentistry
very soon. What if instead of being paid to restore teeth, you were
paid to eliminate and control dental caries? Would this change your
approach to dental and dental hygiene practice?
One of the more thought provoking speakers was from Geisinger
Health System, which services areas mainly in the northeast. He reported on the transition of their care model to a patient-centered approach that rewards health outcomes. You can read about this at www.
geisinger.org/about and here is a quote from their website, “Geisinger
is an integrated health services organization widely recognized for its
innovative use of the electronic health record, and development and
implementation of innovative care models…”

Fundamental to the Geisinger approach is the use of quality of care
measures and patient satisfaction data to guide continuous quality
improvement. They also report these data publically on their website. For example, if you go to http://www.phc4.org/hipknee/Results.
aspx?hospitals=2420 you will find a comparison of quality and cost
of total hip and knee replacements at Geisinger/Danville Hospital
compared to Pennsylvania statewide. What this page will tell you is
how many of these procedures were performed both at Geisinger and
hospitals statewide, the comparative cost, and comparative frequency
of post-operative complications. You can drill down a little further on
this same page and find results by surgeon. Yes, results by surgeon!
The first set of proposed dental care quality measures was released this
past summer by the Dental Quality Alliance (DQA) (http://www.ada.
org/5105.aspx). According to the ADA website, “The Dental Quality Alliance was established by the American Dental Association to
develop performance measures for oral health care. The DQA is an
organization of major stakeholders in oral health care delivery that will
use a collaborative approach to develop oral health care measures.”
The DQA’s first set of measures (http://www.ada.org/5105.aspx) are
for Dental Caries in Children: Prevention & Disease Management.
The measures include utilization of services, quality of care, and evaluation of cost. This latter measure is the per member per month cost.
This is a common measure in health plans and is defined as the total
amount paid on direct provision of care per enrolled member within a
reporting year. The calculation is straightforward. A dental insurance
plan would first sum up the total amount paid for dental services over
a reporting year. This is the numerator. This dollar cost is then divided
by the total enrolled member months. In the example below, the plan
paid out $5,000 for five plan members who were collectively enrolled
in the insurance plan for 44 months. The per member per month cost
is $113.64. It is easy to see how dental plans will be able compare these
per monthly cost by provider or provider organization. The providers
who are providing care at lower costs while maintaining quality and
patient satisfaction will drive the system.
Total Dental Care
Cost in a Year

$5,000

Enrolled Members

Months Enrolled
in a Year

Member A

12

Member B

12

Member C

4

Member D

10

Member E

6

Total Member Months

44

Per Member/Month
Cost of Clinical Services

$113.64

As Yogi Berra has been quoted as saying, “The future is not what is
used to be.” We will all be just fine in this future and the more attention we pay now to our changing environment, the finer we will be.

Congratulations
to our Very Own
Louis Formica
Alyssa Gutierrez, D2017
Dean Sarrett and Louis Formica pose in front of Louis’ award-winning
research at the ADA Annual Session held in New Orleans this year.

One of the highlights of this year’s ADA Annual Session
in New Orleans was the ADA/DENTSPLY Student Clinician
Research Program. This student research competition hosted
approximately 70 students representing
every dental school in the country. Our
very own Louis Formica was awarded 3rd
Place for his research project--Nutritional
Counseling Practices in Pediatric Dentistry: A National Survey. His award was
recognized in the Clinical Science/Public
Health category.
With over 1,400 pediatric dentists from around the country participating, this study shows where pediatric dentists
stand in providing nutritional guidance not only for caries
prevention but also to promote systemic wellness. The results provide insight into what pediatric dentists are willing
to do to counsel on nutrition and what might be hindering
them from providing this guidance in practice. Louis acknowledged that with this information, future projects can
now focus on improving the provider’s abilities to efficiently
and effectively deliver nutritional guidance beyond the prevention of dental decay.
This competition is at the highest level of student research in dentistry. Louis stated that he was honored to represent VCU and humbled to bring home an award for our
school. He expressed that this recognition is really a win for
all of us and is a great stride forward in our University’s Quest
for Distinction at the student level. He is truly grateful for
everyone’s support and would like to recognize his research
collaborators Dr. Tegwyn Brickhouse and Dr. Al Best for their
efforts in bringing this project to fruition.
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Reflections on the Holidays
Omar Abubaker, DMD, PhD
As we head to enjoy the many festivities during the holidays, most of us are facing the great challenge of resisting the indulgence to eat and drink, and we often forget about another part of the holidays. It is reflecting on the year coming to a close,
and celebrating what these holidays brought us. For some, this includes spending time struggling to come up with New
Year’s resolutions, and for others it means looking back to previous resolutions. However, for me, this time of the year beginning with Thanksgiving is a golden opportunity to deeply reflect on the past year and look forward to the year to come.
I no longer make the standard resolutions such as lose weigh, quit smoking, etc.
that most people do, because I got tired of
unfulfilled resolutions, and disappointment
from the years past. Alternatively, I will try
to do more positive reflection on the year
that was and look freshly forward for the
year to come. This introspection is what I
would like to share with you.
Throughout my life, I have always enjoyed learning and have been
impressed with the power of words. So, because of that, this time I
will think of a word or a phrase to practice or live by for the year. I
will also choose a book or two to read and enjoy… In this reflection
I will share some words and phrases that come to mind when I think
of the past 12 months, and what they all mean to me.
Forgiveness: Unlike forgetfulness, forgiveness is a voluntary and
deliberate act, controlled only by one’s willpower. It is a virtue which
only if one has enough, they can give some of it to others, and some
to oneself. To me, the heart of this virtue is that if you can’t forgive
others, you will never be able to forgive yourself. If you do forgive, it
is a premium fuel for the forward life journey. If you don’t, you can be
burned by such fuel from the inside out. It has been shown that one
is likely to derive more self-benefit from the act of forgiveness than
those who transgressed. It is so valuable a commodity to have on the
road, at home, at work, and in life, literally and figuratively.
Patience and Compassion: I like these two words together because they remind me of the double-sided instruments we use in
dentistry. Often such tools complement each other and are typically
needed in the same setting…. but for different purposes. To me I
use one of these virtues when I teach (patience), and the other when
I take care of patients (compassion). Sure enough, when teaching
includes taking care of patients I feel that I can’t do without this
double-sided tool. Without patience, I think of teaching as not only
unenjoyable but also impossible to do. When patients are involved,
compassion is not only needed, but I try to make it my unique style
of patient care. It is the unwritten prescription we impart on patients
to make them feel better and heal faster. When I see a student or
resident doing their best to do a procedure on a patient, I do my best
to balance my patience for the student and my compassion for the
patient. The secrete to great teaching is finding this balance. Inci4 | the probe | fall 2013

dentally, I feel the same way in raising my kids and not surprisingly,
great parenting involves finding that balance.
Gratitude and Abundance: To me, these two words also form a
double-ended instrument that I like.
Gratitude is noticing what’s right, and cultivating that recognition
often and regularly. Recite such recognition while driving to work,
saying something at the dinner table, or keeping a journal. Remember the promotion, or raise, or bonus you received or the point you
earned in a test grade that you did not think you would get? Research
shows that saying “thank you” for the good stuff in life makes for a
happier, healthier you. And it makes those around you feel pretty
darn good, too. This past year, I tried to make sure I recite my thanks
every day before I leave home to remind me how many times before
that I was blessed. It helps to make it through a hard day and provides me with assurance to be blessed again on this new day.
Abundance: Remember that history has shown that there will always be more of what seems scarce at the moment. Life will always
challenge us to find ways to unearth such abundance. It is seeing the
forest through the trees. The future is not as bad as you think. So,
if you are just to start practicing dentistry in the next few months
or even three years from now and worry about the future, worry no
more. There will always be more patients, more oral diseases to cure,
more procedures to perform and treatments to deliver and much
faster and more efficient ways to do all. As a profession, we treat
many millions more patients and administer many more varieties of
treatment than we did even a few years ago…implants, whitening,
Invisalign to name just few. There will be many more to come.
So as you reflect on the holidays, and on the end of the year, don’t
be burdened by unattainable resolutions and promises to yourself and
others. Rather, choose some words, phrases or virtues that you admire, and try to live by for the coming year. Try to find books you
will read and enjoy. Practice and live by what you learned as often
as you can. If possible, keep a journal of all the accomplishments
you have acquired-- expected and unexpected. And at the end of
the year, celebrate what you have accomplished, be thankful for all
of have achieved and have learned, celebrate the abundance around
you, forgive yourself for not fulfilling all your desired goals for the
year, and forgive others of their transgressions. These are resolutions
worthy of upholding.

Lightning Fast
Jorel Belarmino, DH2014
“ Okay, here we go. Focus. Speed. I am speed. One winner, forty-two losers.
I eat losers for breakfast. Breakfast? Maybe I should have had breakfast?
Brekkie could be good for me. No, no, no, focus. Speed. Faster than fast,
quicker than quick. I am Lightning.”
–Lightning McQueen, Disney Cars.

There is an obsession with being fast in
dentistry, as time is the most expensive commodity. If you lose your Chapstick, you can
replace your Chapstick. If you lose your pen,
then surely you can replace your pen, but time
is nonrefundable. Being a speedy clinician not
only allows you to generate more revenue, you
can treat more patients. It’s also important to
remember that excellence mustn’t be rushed.
Therein lies the ethical dilemma. Should we fit as many patients as
possible in the span of a schedule, or should we focus on quality of care
without a time restraint? I propose that one must find a happy medium
between excellence and efficiency.
A profession in dentistry is a systematic one. The word “routine” is
often thrown around to describe our schedules and the process of care.

As providers, it is our role to provide custom-fit care that addresses the
needs of our patients rather than providing a universal solution for all,
because every patient is one of a kind. Concordantly, this allows us to
raise our caliber of skills to a high merit.
A procedure entails a symphony of steps that we hope end with a
harmonious result. More often than not, we focus solely on the finished outcome; the end product may seem unachievable. Instead of
attempting to tackle the entire procedure at once, I advocate taking it
one step at a time. Work towards a higher standard and then become
efficient with your quality of care. Only then can we grow as providers
and become one step closer to excellence. In the words of Will Smith,
“You don’t set out to build a wall. You don’t say ‘I’m going to build the
biggest, baddest, greatest wall that’s ever been built.’ You don’t start
there. You say, ‘I’m going to lay this brick as perfectly as a brick can be
laid. You do that every single day. And soon you have a wall.”

Outside the Box
Hayley Templeton, D2016
The unusual road to my dental education began when my fam-

classmates have helped me feel at ease in dental

ily and I moved to China in 2006. At the age of 14, I began a year of

school, and the age difference has not been a fac-

full-time study of Mandarin Chinese language while being home

tor in relating to my peers.

schooled by my parents. There I attended Nanjing Normal University

Before starting at VCU, and even during my

with students much older than myself and adapted quickly to the

first year of dental school, I feared that patients

college atmosphere. This experience helped me mature emotionally,

would be wary of having someone so young as

and when I returned to my high school a year later, I did not seem to

their student dentist. However, after getting

fit in quite like I had before living in China. I applied to a local com-

more experience in clinic both assisting and see-

munity college at the age of 16 and attended there for two semes-

ing patients myself, I’ve found that the patients have been both com-

ters before finishing my microbiology degree at East Tennessee State

fortable and accepting. There is still so much to learn during my time

University. This accelerated path of skipping 2 years of high school

at VCU, and I am very excited to grow and mature in the profession

allowed me to apply to dental school at the age of 18 and matriculat-

of dentistry alongside my fellow classmates and friends. I feel very

ing to the VCU School of Dentistry at 19. I have no regrets and feel

blessed that I will have much time to develop my skills as a clinician in

that everything has turned out great! Support from my parents and

the evolving field of dentistry.
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Many thanks to all
the staff, faculty and
students that donated
to help this year’s
Church Hill Activities
and Tutoring (“CHAT”)
school drive.

The D2’s Semester of Giving
Sindhu Jujjavarapu, D2016
Despite it being one of the most challenging yet exciting years
for us, one thing the Class of 2016 has placed a great importance on
is the power of giving back. This past semester we have participated
in numerous activities that have helped benefit the Richmond community, bring together our D2 class, as well as engage VCU School
of Dentistry in its entirety. “Everyone in our class has different experiences, passions and talents and it’s been great to see people participate and contribute to these projects in different ways, “ says D2
Randi Wingate. She goes on to say, “It’s nice to see how generous our
school can be, whether it was the Schein store donating tooth paste
or the staff and students donating to the drives.”
One of our largest ongoing undertakings has been the creation of
our TEEEth Talk workshops, a brainchild of two of our very own
classmates, Kristin Coffield Edwards and Lyubov Slashcheva with
the help of members from our D2 Community Service Committee.
These workshops, which aim to Educate, Equip and Engage the community about the importance of oral health in a fun, interactive yet
informative way have already been hosted at J.L. Francis Elementary
School and the Robinson Theatre Community Arts Center to over
300 Richmond City School students, teachers and parents. “It’s cool
that the kids are so excited to interact, and the teachers can absorb
6 | the probe | fall 2013

the information too. They can have such a
huge influence on the children since it’s so
important to talk about the importance oral
health even at such a young age,” explains
our community service chair, Lyubov.
Some of our other community service
activities and ideas have been organized
by our classmates because of their personal
connection to the issues that are present
within our community. Over 100 people in the Richmond community benefitted from the warm clothing driving our school participated in during the winter season. D2 Jenny Novak described her
background, “Where I come from in Pennsylvania is a low income
area and they postpone schools because they don’t want children to
get hypothermia while waiting at their bus stop. I felt good about
the experience when realizing how many people can benefit from
what our class did.” Earlier in the fall, as we geared up to start the
semester, we also hosted a school supply drive, where all donated
items benefitted The Church Hill Activities and Tutoring (CHAT)
House, a non-profit organization aimed at equipping Richmond’s
youth with leadership and academic opportunities so they have the

tools improve their community.
Perhaps my most favorite community
service activity we have done so far is working at Habitat for Humanity’s ReStore warehouse. The Richmond ReStore warehouse
sells donated goods from home good stores
and community members at discounted prices and uses the money raised to build two
houses a year in the local area for those in
need. They depend on volunteers like us to
help with restocking, organizing and running the store. At the end of the day, you
have a sense of gratification that you’ve done
something helpful after looking at the improvements made around the store.
For our class, the community service
projects have not just been a way to relieve
our stressful days at dental school, but as one
of our classmates, Wesley O’Brien said, “It is
recognizing that as soon-to-be dentists, we
are an integral part of the community. We
are beginning to learn what responsibility
comes with the position and the importance
of representing ourselves as compassionate
and active – not just as clinicians but in the
community too.”

Jenny Novak can barely
contain all the clothes our
school donated this year.
Over 100 people in the
Richmond area will benefit
from these items.

Over 300 “goodie bags” get
packaged (smiles included)
for the students in the
Richmond community.

If you have an interest in getting
involved in the D2 community service
activities, please contact Lyubov Slashcheva
at slashchevald@vcu.edu.

D2’s help restock, organize and run Habitat for Humanity’s subsidiary ReStore.

D2016 students visit the Robinson Theatre to bring
interactive and informative oral health information to
students and teachers.
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The Driving
Force Behind my
Dental Decision
Andy Coalter, D2014
Dentistry is a change in career path for
me. It was change that began at 27 years of
age and continues as I recently spent my 34th
birthday studying for National Boards. The impetus behind the decision for me to change
careers was my family - specifically, my children. Not to take away anything from my wife,
because without her and her support through
this process, I would not be here. My previous
career, did not afford me the time at home I
thought was an adequate amount. Fortunately, I had the strong memory of my father, a
General Dentist, to gauge what I thought was
an appropriate amount of time at home. It
wasn’t anything I had
ever really thought of
much, perhaps subconsciously stashing
the memory away to
be drawn upon at the
right time, when selfish youth could no longer be culpable.
My approach to dental school would
make full use of my memory of my childhood.
There are and were clear differences, notably my status as a student vs. my father as a
professional. My experience in dental school
has been one where I’ve tried to maintain the
duty and happiness found in being a father
and husband first, and a dental student second. This doesn’t weaken the significance of
my responsibilities as a dental student. Dental school and dentistry remain a definite and
absolute priority. This understanding and perhaps the maturity that tries to keep pace with
my age (not always successfully) affords me
some solace and perspective that can calm
the day-to-day stresses and frustrations that
come with being a dental student. I’ve been
able to coach both of my daughters’ soccer
teams and commit to the extracurriculars of
community service found in the Mission of
Mercy projects. In my opinion, this is a healthy
dichotomy. As much as we as students think
dental school tries to be this all-consuming
entity, there is room to breathe, and I find myself fortunate to have my family as a retreat.

A Group Leader’s Point of View

Kyle Coble, DDS, MPH
It’s Wednesday morning in GPG6. I am supervising 9 students: D4s, D3s, and some D2s. We have a new PCC, LaTarsha, who is busy learning her new position. A D4 is finishing a
bridge working together with a D3. A screening patient is late.
A D3 has taken his patient to get x-rays. Another D3 is starting his first crown. The group leaders and other members of
the faculty are trying to make changes in the clinic to improve
your education. For instance, we championed the first crown
procedure done in each group. Although there are challenges
for both the students and group leaders, we want what’s best for
your education. There is a lot going on behind the scenes to make changes in the clinic,
so you will be better prepared for the challenges you will face when you graduate. Large
organizations constantly evolve, although sometimes this change can be slow.
The predoctoral clinic is different from private practice, where you must be both a
clinician and operate a business. You make all of the decisions, unless you have a partner.
I sold my practice in 2010. The contract specified that I would continue to work there
for two days a week for at least two years. Within a few months, it became clear the
new owner had her own ideas about how to run the practice. My exit strategy had not
anticipated that. Fortunately, I met Dr. Certosimo at a local dental meeting earlier that
year and talked to him about teaching at the School of Dentistry part-time. In January
of 2011, I arrived to begin my part-time position working in the clinic. By the end of
January, I had applied for a full-time position, and I became a full-time faculty member
in February of 2011. I left my former practice with a lot of mixed feelings, but I was
happy to make the career change to teaching.
It’s Thursday afternoon in GPG6. The patient who was in this morning and lives
two hours away, called our PCC to complain that her temporary came off already. Another emergency patient has been scheduled with a D4. There will be an extraction
assisted by a D2. It’s a mix of activities and procedures, with Axium, IOEs, x-rays,
screenings, health histories, treatment planning, composites, amalgams, a post and core,
and delivering a crown. Get those competencies done! Did everyone sign in this morning? Who is on rotation? Who is on leave? Remember patient management …there is a
person attached to those teeth!
It’s busy, and I like that. After more than 30 years of being a clinician, personal experiences help me to supervise, teach, and mentor students working hard to become fantastic
dentists. It is rewarding to guide them through the process. It may be as simple as the proper
placement of a wedge on a matrix band or getting the rubber dam clamp on, but that can be
the key to success or failure of the restoration. Most dental practices stay busy with “general
dentistry,” and those skills are the foundation for more complicated procedures.
The faculty know what it takes to be a good dentist. We understand it takes practice,
more practice, and an education that gives you the foundation for success and continued
learning, all squeezed into a four-year program. We want you to be a well-prepared
“entry-level dentist,” and we do not want you to graduate with a minimum of the skills
needed. That would not be fair to you nor to the public you will be treating. One of our
most difficult tasks is to evaluate your progress. The group leaders want to be sure you
are each making progress and meeting the standards that are expected.
This is the beginning of a long professional journey for you. We, the faculty, want to
prepare you as much as we can. We are at different stages in our journey, and some of
our journeys are miles and generations apart. Yet, most of us feel that we can contribute
to your education, build your confidence, and guide you to that mysterious “entry-level
dentist” status by graduation. It is still up to you to learn and do as much as you can
while you are here.

Alternative Workforce
Models in Dentistry
Kandice L. Klepper D2015
During the ASDA National Leadership Conference in November, Dr. Ben Youel, past ASDA Vice President, gave an enlightening presentation regarding the future of our profession. He detailed the historical progression of workforce models
and cited evidence regarding their efficacy in improving access to care issues. This article summarizes the key points from
Dr. Youel’s presentation with emphasis on the future of workforce models in dentistry.
The
Surgeon
General’s Perspective entitled, “Oral
Health: The Silent Epidemic” was
published in 2000,
highlighting
oral
health concerns impacting both children and adults in the United States. This
editorial shed light on the oral health concerns facing Americans and served as a call
to action in order to “…improve oral health
and prevent disease.”
The Kellogg and Pew Foundations, in response to the Surgeon General’s proposal, invested millions of dollars into research and alternative methods for improving oral health.
In 2003 The Alaskan Native Tribal Health
Consortium created the Dental Health Aid
Therapy Program (DHAT) modeled after
New Zealand’s existing alternative dental
workforce model. Trained DHAT’s can only
provide treatment to native Alaskan tribes,
which are recognized as sovereign nations by
the federal government. DHAT’s complete a
24-month training program and are qualified
to perform simple extractions and operative
procedures with supervision via teledentistry.
A 2006 study reported on the efficacy of New
Zealand’s school based dental therapist program and concluded there was an increase in
the DMFT score (decayed, missing, filled
teeth) of children New Zealand as compared
to children in Baltimore, MD; who did not
have an equivalent dental provider in school.
In addition to these programs, the
American Dental Hygienist’s Associations
in Colorado, Arizona, and Minnesota created the American Dental Hygiene Program
(ADHP) to expand increase the duties of hy-

gienists with decreased supervision. ADHP’s
were permitted to obtain independent licenses and we able to render procedures such as
simple operative and extractions not under
the supervision of a dentist.
The American Dental Association also
piloted an alternative workforce model, the
Community Dental Health Coordinator
(CDHC), and currently there are 27 CDHC’s in 7 different states. CDHC complete
18-months of training and are supervised by
dentists to provide oral health and nutrition
education, sealants, fluoride varnish, and
limited temporary restorations. This program is further outlined in the Affordable

the supervision of a dentist however they are
able to provide simple extractions and operative dentistry to patients.
These programs focus on underserved and
low-income populations and aim to improve
oral health care, however the issue of access
to care is complex. In January of 2013, JADA
published, “A systematic review of oral health
outcomes produced by dental teams incorporating midlevel providers”. This study asked,
“Does a non-dentist improve oral health by
providing non-reversible procedures?” Under
this review of 7701 publications, 18 studies
met the inclusion criteria. Most articles provided weak evidence to support or refute the
Danielle Easterly, Kandice
Klepper, Kristin Edwards and
Andrew Vo enjoy a quick
break before NLC begins.

Care Act and participants are recruited from
underserved areas in hopes of them returning
to improve oral health and breakdown barriers to care.
Lastly, in 2009, the University of Minnesota enrolled 8 students into their Dental
Therapy (DT)/Advanced Dental Therapy
program (ADT). DT’s are required to
complete their Baccalaureate degree while
ADT’s are required to complete their Master’s. Both DT/ADT’s must practice under

question, some areas claimed a decrease in
caries incidence, and some areas with nondentist provides demonstrated an increase in
number of treated teeth overall. The study
was inconclusive and further supports the
notion that barriers to care are multifactorial and not well understood. The future of
dentistry will be strongly impacted by these
alternative workforce models in hopes of improving overall oral health, however, the efficacy has yet to be determined.
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Dr. Jeff Cyr, Vinh Trinh, Dwayne,
Dr. Alex Kordis, Zack Duman,
Chris Barta, Katie Campbell,
Dr. Tiffany Williams, Dr. David
Mueller, Rachel Seeley,
Priya Patel, Salah Mulla
at Long Pond Clinic.

Jamaica Project 2013
Priya Patel, D2014
Dr. Mario Saravia conducted the first
Jamaica Project trip at VCU in 1986. Since
then, senior students have travelled to Trelawny Parrish, Jamaica annually to provide
dental services for the Jamaican community. The trip is paid for by fundraising and
generous donations. Typically, three groups
will attend during three consecutive weeks
in October/November. I had the pleasure of
being part of group one this year from October 27th to November 3rd.
Our group consisted of seven dental students, one hygiene student, a pediatric resident and six attending faculty. We landed
in Montego Bay around 1:30pm and then
stopped at a local grocery store so that we
could buy water and snacks for the next day.
When we arrived at our villa, our house staff,
Charm and Hyacinth greeted us. The rooms
were spacious and the view was spectacular;
we could not have asked for any better. The
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wonderful aroma of Jamaican cuisine enhanced our appetite, but we could not resist
the urge of making a trip to the beach before
dinner! The water was warm and so clear
that we could see our toes. The ladies had
prepared jerk chicken, salad, and vegetables
for the entire group, which was delicious!
After a long day, it was time to get some rest.
The next morning we went to the Long
Pond clinic, which is our home base. The
clinic is set up with seven chairs: two triage,
three extraction, one hygiene, and two restorative. We took around two hours to set
up and then we started accepting the first
patients. We had one small compressor for
the restorative dental units. We had no available suction for the extractions; therefore, we
would simply extract teeth and place gauze
at the extraction sites. The patients were extremely excited to see us, and they were very
appreciative for the services. People travelled

to the clinic from surrounding areas such
as Duncans, Silver Sands, Ochos Rios, and
Falmouth.
On Tuesday, Dr. Pope, Dr. Mueller,
Zack, Tiffany and I travelled to an old dental clinic in Ulster Spring to provide services
while the rest of the group went to Long
Pond. It was an hour drive, deep into the
mountains of Jamaica. Upon our arrival,
we greeted a long line of patients who were
eagerly anticipating our arrival. There were
only two chairs and limited equipment, but
we were able to successfully treat a large
number of patients including children!
On the last day, half of the group went
to Ulster Spring, and the other half went
to the Good Hope Estate, in Trelawny. At
Good Hope, we set up our equipment in an
old barn. There were only three round tables
and around twenty plastic lawn chairs. We
were able to treat around sixty patients in

only a few hours. Sadly, the rest of the patients were told to come back the next week
in order to be treated by the second group,
since we ran out of time.
The Jamaica Project was a life-changing
experience for our group. We bonded and
were able to work successfully as a team. Not
only did we gain experience with extractions, but we also acquired a true appreciation for community service. It was a chance
to visit another country with limited dental
care and provide services for patients who
have never seen a dentist in their entire life.
On our last day, we were able to relax and
explore the Jamaican culture and beaches
before heading back to Richmond. We will
always remember this magnificent experience for the rest of our lives. Respect, mon!

TOP: Salah Mulla, Vinh
Trinh, Chris Barta, Piya
Patel, Tiffany Williams,
Rachel Seeley, Katie
Campbell, Zack Duman, and
David Malan celebrating
the last day.

CENTER: Rachel Seeley,
Salah Mulla, Zack Duman,
Dave Malan, Katie
Campbell, Dr. Alex Kordis,
Dr. David Mueller, and Priya
Patel at Good Hope Clinic.

BOTTOM: Dr. Jeff Cyr,
Vinh Trinh, Chris Barta,
and Dr. Mick Pope at Ulster
Spring clinic.

Not pictured members of Group 1:
Dr. Perry Jones and Vincent Sawicki
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The new Oregon Health and Science University School of Dentistry to open May 2014.

Jeena Devasia, Tarah Coleman, Justin Mallette, and Cary
Berdy enjoy the splendor of the Multnomah Waterfalls.

A-Dec Trip to Oregon Provides
Students with Unique Experiences
Justin Mallette, D2014
A-Dec and Patterson Dental teamed up
to take six VCU and six UNC dental students on an all-expense paid trip to tour the
A-Dec plant in Portland, OR. D4s Tarah
Coleman, Justin Mallette, D3s Jeena Devasia, Preeti Kansal and D2s Cary Berdy, and
Kristin Coffield got to appreciate not just the
manufacturing process but the A-Dec philosophy as well.
A-Dec (Austin Dental Equipment Company) is one of the largest
dental supply companies in the world. They manufacture operatory
chairs (the type we use at school), delivery units, cabinets, hand pieces, and other accessories. The company was founded by Ken Austin
and his wife Joan, who in 1964 revolutionized the field by introducing an air-powered-vacuum suction system instead of the belt-driven
systems that were used at the time.
From the time Ken and Joan Austin were hiring their first employees to help revolutionize the world of dental equipment, the husbandand-wife team held firm a set of principles that continues to guide the
company today: an unbending desire to serve and support personnel,
suppliers, distributors, dentists and their teams, and the patients who
benefit from superior dental care. Referred to as “The A-Dec Way,”
the Austin’s’ 1964 vision established a roadmap to champion initiative,
integrity, open communication, and service to the greater community.
Our A-Dec regional representative is Daniel Sarjeant who followed in the footsteps of his father, Dale (he retired from A-Dec at
the end of 2013). Daniel took us on a grand tour of the facility, and it
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was here we witnessed the commitment to excellence A-Dec used on a
daily basis when manufacturing their endless array of dental products.
We were also treated to the showroom to preview the latest operatory designs that A-Dec has to offer. The tour finished with a special
lecture on dental ergonomics and a Q&A session with Ken Austin
himself.
While in Portland, we also had a chance to visit the Oregon
Health Science University (OHSU) School of Dentistry. OHSU
dental students took us around their current school and to the site of
the new OHSU Dental School (planned to open in 2014). Dr. Phillip
T. Marucha finished the afternoon with an engaging conversation on
the state of dental education. We really enjoyed hearing about the future of dentistry, the technological advancements students will soon
access and the policies shaping future education. Lastly, Patterson
Dental, carrier of numerous dental supplies and office management
software, put on a presentation to inform students what Patterson
dental and their local representatives can do for them.
However, it was not all work. The students were treated to a tour
of a local vineyard, they braved the Multnomah Falls, and watched
salmon swim at the Bonneville dam. They also combed the streets
of downtown Portland, visited a quaint country club, and became
regulars at a local dive karaoke bar. It was a fun and informative
trip that would not have been possible without A-dec representatives
Dale and Daniel Sarjeant; Patterson representatives, Allison Brinkly,
Clay Rickman, and Daniel Hopkins; and VCU faculty sponsor, Dr.
Boyd. Thank you for teaching and showing us a fantastic time on the
West Coast.

D2017 ladies excited for Psi Omega initiation.

Psi Omega: Here’s to 2014
Chris Collie, D2014
Psi Omega has
always
provided
a great avenue for
dental
students
to interact with
their peers in other
classes, encouraging members to get
to know each other
outside of the school
setting. We began
this year by welcoming the incoming class
with a series of rush events. After having a
great time at the infamous annual Tiki Bob’s
night during D1 orientation week, we held
several events for the new class, including a
happy hour at a local restaurant, a rush party,
and a “Post-Gross” party. We were able to
successfully recruit an unprecedented 44
new members for brotherhood, providing us
with many bright and talented members to
carry the fraternity in the future.

The social calendar kicked off with a
summer float down the James River. 25
tubes, a giant purple dragon float, and some
fast-moving currents near the take-out location made for a eventful June afternoon.
Every September, we take part in a NASCAR tailgate at Richmond International
Raceway. We spent the day basking in the
sun, enjoying delicious Alamo BBQ , playing corn hole, and embracing the finest
people watching in Virginia. As it turns out,
the mullet is not JUST a haircut; it’s a lifestyle. During the second week of October,
30 members and guests took part in a beach
retreat to Virginia Beach, allowing us to enjoy a few more days of outdoor activities before succumbing to winter weather and exams. We have also kept busy with intramural
sports this year. Members fielded our inaugural Psi Omega Kickball Team in the River
City League this summer. A dodgeball and
wiffleball team have also kept members ac-

tive during the Fall semester, where we made
it all the way to the playoffs in dodgeball.
With our initiation ceremony held in early
November, the fraternity has grown to 96
members, many of whom were able to enjoy
our annual Tacky Sweater Christmas Party. We sported the ugliest turtlenecks and
Christmas sweaters from the 1980’s whilst
enjoying the finest Christmas cookies and
egg nog in the city of Richmond.
In an effort to give back to the community, members travel to several churches
throughout the Richmond area to perform
oral health screenings for the CARITAS
organization once a month during the Fall
and Spring. It provides a great way to interact with our fellow medical and pharmacy
school colleagues on the MCV campus, but
most importantly, to help provide care for a
population that is truly in need. Please be on
the lookout for more updates from Psi Omega in the Spring issue!
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Ain’t No Party Like an Ethics Party
John White, D2015

The ADA was busy in New Orleans this
Halloween. The New Orleans Convention
Center was bustling with ADA members
presenting research, gathering CE, or deliberating on policy. Dentists from all over the
country congregated to share their knowledge and ideas with over 30,000 dental
professionals. Just down the balcony-lined
streets from the convention center was a busy
student group working diligently to build a
robust, nationally-organized, student-run
ethics association.
SPEA started
in 2011 with 10
students, including
VCU’s Kris Norbo
(2014) and Stephanie Vlahos (2013).
The
organization
began with only
five schools and has
rapidly grown to include thirty-five chapters. In 2012, SPEA
was recognized by the American College of
Dentists for “organizing a student lead initiative where ethical and professional issues
can be discussed and advanced within a dental school environment.” The group’s goal is
to raise awareness for these issues in dental
schools across the country.
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Before belaboring an ethics story, I must
confess, it was pretty ironic to have an ethics meeting in New Orleans, a city where
fun and bad decisions typically run hand-inhand. The transition from ethical problem
solving sessions to exploring the city was
quite dramatic. One moment you were in a
stuffy hotel conference room, with recycled
air and fountain water in clear plastic cups.
The next moment you were in streets jammed
with a mélange of people inhaling the scent
of stale beer and beignets. Despite the city’s
raucous and often tempting ways, the SPEA
meeting was both productive and fruitful.
So what was learned and what is important for VCU students to know? “SPEA has
the ability to bring ethical awareness to the
classroom and clinic through open forum
discussion,” said Kris Norbo, SPEA’s outgoing national Vice Chair. “It is important our
students understand that society is evolving
and what appears to be legal is not always
ethical. It is also imperative to influence our
peers to adhere by the ADA code of ethics.”
Outside of problem solving and idea
sharing sessions, our group was enlightened
by lectures from Dr. Chris Salierno, former
ASDA Executive Chair, and Virginia’s own
Dr. Ron Tankersley, former ADA President.
Salierno’s lecture titled “How to Win an

Argument,” dissected the fallacies of logic.
He warned students some will try to grab
your attention by making appeals to novelty,
popularity, pity, status, and fear. Salierno argued these temptations will occur regularly
throughout your career, and it is your job
to decipher what is truthful, ethical, and in
your patients best interest.
Dr. Tankersley’s lecture addressed ethics from a social science and neurobiological standpoint. He linked the hard wiring of
the human brain to ethical decision-making.
The lecture was intricate, but the main point
of protecting our professions credibility was
clear. Tankersley explained that it is our job,
as the newest members of our profession,
to preserve the integrity and credibility of
dentistry. Credibility is necessary for us to
maintain the public’s trust, and the public’s
trust is necessary for us to remain a self-regulating profession.
As SPEA expands, our goal is to unite
this community, share perspectives in an
open and unbiased forum, and appreciate
the diversity of experiences present in the
arena of dental ethics. SPEA is open to new
members and we invite you to attend our
next meeting in 2014. Feel free to check out
our website at your own convenience speadental.org.

VDA Annual
Session
Jeremy Jordan, Tarah Coleman, Andrew
Vo, Danielle Easterly, Dean Sarrett, and
Louis Formica enjoy time spent at the
VDA Annual Session.

If A Practical were a Tennis Match
Jen Snyder, D2016
I’m at 6-4, 5-5 in the second set of my
college tennis match, and my opponent is
struggling. It is our first big home match
at Washington and Lee. We are defending
our 2nd-place national ranking to Carnegie
Melon, ranked 3rd. After 2 hours of match
play in 90° weather, my opponent starts to
cramp. Before my matches my coach always
told me to run the person around so much
that they cramp. I didn’t rely on power or finesse to win matches.
By running opponents side-to-side and avoiding unforced errors,
they would slowly start to break down. After my opponent came
back from a medical timeout, she continued to cramp, and I won the
match 6-4, 7-5. I wish practicals were this easy.
None of us really experience what a practical is like before we get
to dental school. The closest resemblance I had to practicals were
my tennis matches. In both cases you have an opponent, except an
ivorine tooth doesn’t break down and cramp. The tooth is a persistent yet predictable opponent. You beat the tooth by practicing your
skills over and over, staying in Woolwine way longer than you’d ever
want to. The foundation of becoming a good tennis player is practicing until your shots become second nature. When I was seven,
my dad took me to the park to teach me tennis. He hit me in the
forehead with the ball twice before he gave up. The same pain came
back to me in DentSim and again in fixed. It is hard trying to learn
something for the first time again, but after practicing the challenge
is not so daunting.
Just how tennis players employ different methods to win matches, there are different strategies for approaching practicals. There are
the more precautious players who just keep the ball in, rarely mak-

ing risky shots down the line. It is like the people who go into practicals, drilling a class II half a millimeter at a time or putting two
wedges plus several folds of matrix band between adjacent teeth.
The power tennis players try to blow their opponents off the court
with winners. In dental school, they go right to the ideal depth on
operative preps or drive through the interproximals on crown preps.
Finally, there are the trick-shot tennis players. They constantly slice
the ball and you have no idea how some of their shots make it over
the net. In practicals, these people have their mannequins almost to
the ground to try to get direct vision or cut the box first on a class
II prep. They bring in burs or materials that no one in your class has
seen before. In each scenario, you choose the strategy that works for
you and go for that win or that five.
A couple weeks ago, I played tennis in a match setting for the
first time since college. Although the tennis part of it was a little
ugly, I could tell that my mental toughness had improved, which
I accredit to taking practicals. In college, my main weakness was
overthinking the match and worrying about losing, instead of focusing on one point at a time. I started off making the same mistake in practicals. I spent too much time worrying instead of drilling. Now I have learned to just be confident in my abilities and not
worry about the results until I turn over the practical sheet. Venus
Williams once said, “Tennis is mostly mental. Of course, you must
have a lot of physical skill, but you can’t play tennis well and not be
a good thinker. You win or lose the match before you even go out
there.” When I played tennis again I was able to employ this new
mental toughness, block out negative thoughts, and just hit the ball.
Whether your opponent is on the other side of the net or an ivorine
tooth in a mannequin, it important to be confident in your practice,
block out negative thoughts, and just play on.
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Top 3 Reasons to Get Involved
in Organized Dentistry
Jeremy Jordan, D2015
One of the questions I get asked most often is, “What does ASDA do?” To be fair, responding to this question with
ASDA’s mission statement probably doesn’t provide the asker the answer for which they’re looking. It also sells the organization short, because it’s impossible to describe the value of membership in organized dentistry in two short sentences.
During my senior year of college, I accompanied my mentor to the Virginia Dental Association’s Day on the Hill. At
the time, it was an exciting opportunity to travel to Richmond, VA and interact with VDA dentists. Now I realize this
opportunity gave me something greater: an appreciation of those involved in organized dentistry and a desire to be a part
of that someday. For me, involvement gives me the opportunity to stay abreast of issues facing dentistry, pursue continuing education while in dental school, and gain an understanding of the profession in the outside world.
Although it sometimes seems unending, dental school is a short four years—dentistry is the rest of our lives. It’s never too late, and getting involved is as simple as realizing your membership has value to both you and to the overall organization.
Still not convinced? Check out my top three reasons to get involved below.

3
2
1

Protect the profession

Each year, there are a number of issues facing dentistry at the state and federal levels. Dental organizations like the
ADA and ASDA take initiative to represent the voice of dentists across the country and fight to ensure that dentistry
remains a self-governed profession. When legislation threatens to limit the way dentists can practice, lobbyists and
dentists help legislators realize certain ideas aren’t in our best interest. If membership numbers drop, our collective
voice means less to legislators and our profession is vulnerable. What’s even better than your membership and support? Taking
action, and representing our profession. VDA’s Day on the Hill is scheduled for January 17, 2014—keep your eye out for more
information on how to get involved.

Develop professional connections

One of the most valuable aspects of membership in organized dentistry is networking with other dental students and
dentists. Networking might help your application to residency, for a new job, or get more referrals. A simple conversation may be the first step in forming a partnership or give you a tip that helps you step up your game. What’s the best
what to start networking? Attend VDA and VCU ASDA networking events, talk to faculty, interact with dental vendors, and be interested when meetings others.

Take advantage of resources

As part of your membership in most dental organizations, you’ll receive access to top-notch resources. Whether these
resources are publications, online databases, product and service discounts, or continuing education, it’s in your best interest to take advantage of them. Accessing these resources may help improve your CV, keep you updated about dental
research and techniques, save money, and help you build your future practice. These resources are often under-utilized,
and can help us learn information we aren’t exposed to in school. How can you get access to all these resources? The good news it
they’re already included in your membership—log on, sign up, and be ready to learn.

Much like dental school, your membership in organized dentistry is what you make of it. In order to get the most of it, you should be active,
get involved, and take advantage of the resources that are provided. At the end of the day, there are a lot of reasons to get involved in organized
dentistry and while these are a few of my favorite aspects, there’s something in it for everyone. What does ASDA do? The best way to find out
is to take stake in the organization and discover what excites you about your membership.
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d1 perspectives

D1 Challenges

VCU Holds Many Surprises

Jordan Campbell, D2017

Rachel Duval, D2017

Being a first year dental student
has provided its fair share of challenges and learning opportunities.
Moving thousands of miles away
from family and friends has given my
wife and I plenty of opportunity for
growth. So far, we’ve had a great time
here in Richmond and have enjoyed
living in a new city and meeting new
friends. Starting school has been
both fun and challenging, and I’ve really enjoyed working with other students and faculty the past 3 months.
My school experience was changed
for the better in August with the birth
of my first son, Carson, who has given
me more motivation to work hard in
school. All in all, I’ve had a great time
attending school
so far and look
forward to next
couple years!

Getting into dental school definitely had its challenges. However, making the decision to attend VCU was without a doubt… a piece of cake! Having moved from Miami,
FL, it was hard to leave my loved ones behind, but that “at
home” feeling that I experienced during my interview, still
remains. Now, 3 months into my first semester, it’s definitely been a learning curve, but thanks to the upperclassmen, faculty & staff, it’s been a smooth transition.
Also, as an Army HPSP recipient, given that the military doesn’t require anything from me while in school, I’m able to put 100% into my studies. And not
to mention, I never worry about how my classes, supplies or rent will get paid.
Although I haven’t been a dental student for long, one thing I’ve caught onto
is, you need to work smart. It’s ok to have a good time, however, learning how
to balance and delegate your time is vital. Prior to becoming a dental student, I
was certain that I would have to cut off any and all connection with the outside
world and learn my way around the library. To my surprise, my social life has not
ended. In fact there’s always something going on, whether it be a Lunch and
Learn or happy hour, many of my classmates hang out with each other outside
of school.
When it comes to getting around the city, the one word that comes to mind
is, “convenience”. Pretty much everything I need is within walking distance,
and the transportation system is so reliable, it’s almost scary. To sum it all up,
not once have I questioned my decision to come to VCU. I can’t image myself
anywhere else, and I’m looking forward to learning, growing and enjoying the
years to come!

VCU... Home Away From Home
Shadae Anderson, D2017
Spending my entire childhood in Jamaica, I was surrounded by beauty, both in nature and the people
around. Most people were pleasant, polite and helpful. The fact that there were not many dentists in Jamaica reduced the access to care, and many people, not lacking in pleasantries, exposed comforting smiles
which revealed gaps of missing teeth. My desire to be a part of the resolve inspired my chosen career path.
I love it here at VCU. As a D1, school is tough because of the course load; the learning curve of fine motor
skills presents its challenges, but the support of the faculty and the general helpfulness of the student body
makes it a whole lot easier to handle. Though I get homesick at times, I treasure and admire my new family
at VCU. The caring nature of everyone reminds me of home, and I am motivated to provide the same level
of guidance and support to anyone who needs it.
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Carrot Soup
Sheila Daniels, D2015
Fall is here! My absolute favorite time of year…time to break out
the sweaters, welcome Starbucks’
Pumpkin Spice Latte (which is
actually available year-round), and
tromp around in boots and fun
colored gloves. It’s also time to
start cooking recipes that warm your insides and make
those days when the sun doesn’t shine a little brighter.
This is definitely one of those recipes: super simple,
really healthy, and easily manipulated to keep things
interesting. All you need is a pot, a blender, and a big
ole’ bowl.

Carrot Soup
What You Need:

What You Do:

4 tbs unsalted butter

Melt butter in a large pot and add the
carrots and onions. Simmer for 10 minutes
with the lid on.

12 carrots, peeled and sliced
2 onions, cubed
½ tsp salt
1 tsp pepper (white or black if you don’t
mind speckles)
Pinch dried thyme (or sage), or 1 tsp fresh
8 cups low-sodium vegetable
or chicken broth
½ cup rice
Splash of cooking sherry
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Add the broth, thyme, salt, and pepper.
Bring to low boil.
Add rice and sherry. Simmer on medium
heat for 35 minutes (longer is fine too)
In a blender, add 1 ladle-full of the
soup mixture and puree until it is the
consistency you like - I am a fan of a very
smooth, creamy texture so I usually puree
for a few minutes to get all the lumps out.

Return to the pot and add about 1 Tbs
butter – this will let the flavor linger on
your tongue and make the soup nice and
glossy. If the soup is too thick you can thin
it with a little more stock.

Modifications:
Add 1 tsp curry powder for a spicier
version
If you love ginger (a very “fall” spice), you
can add about 1 tsp fresh grated or ½ tsp
powdered when you’re sautéing the onions.
Adjust according to your taste preference.

1

2

3

4

1. Mary Catherine McGinn and Jessica Aylward, D2014, are
happy to finish the 2013 Half-Marathon.
2. D2016’s: Erich Lutz, Holly Todd, Anna Pitz and Jacob Akers
hold each other up after completing the full marathon.
3. Alexa Gruber and Doug Kitchin still smile after their
respective races.
4. D2015’s, Emily Schroeder and Courtney Schlenker refuel after
their half marathon.
5. The D2’s are glad that’s over.

5
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